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Abstract. To investigate whether Natural Language feedback improves learning,
we developed two different feedback generation engines, that we systematically
evaluated in a three way comparison that included the original system as well. We
found that the system which intuitively produces the best language does engen-
der the most learning. Specifically, it appears that presenting feedback at a more
abstract level is responsible for the improvement.
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1. Introduction

The next generation of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) will be able to engage the
student in a fluent Natural Language (NL) dialogue. Many researchers are working in
that direction [4,6,10,12,14]. However, it is an open question whether the NL interaction
between students and an ITS does in fact improve learning, and if yes, what specific
features of the NL interaction are responsible for the improvement. From an application
point of view, it makes sense to focus on the most effective features of language, since
deploying full-fledged dialogue interfaces is complex and costly.

Our work is among the first to show that a NL interaction improves learning. We
added Natural Language Generation (NLG) capabilities to an existing ITS. We devel-
oped two different feedback generation engines, that we systematically evaluated in a
three way comparison that included the original system as well. We focused on aggre-
gation, i.e., on how lengthy information can be grouped and presented as more manage-
able chunks. We found that syntactic aggregation does not improve learning, but that
functional aggregation, i.e. abstraction, does.

We will first discuss DIAG, the ITS shell we are using, and the two NLG systems
we developed,DIAG-NLP1andDIAG-NLP2. Since the latter is based on a corpus study,
we will briefly describe that as well. We will then discuss the formal evaluation we
conducted and our results.

1Correspondence to: B. Di Eugenio, Computer Science (M/C 152), University of Illinois, 851 S. Morgan
St., Chicago, IL, 60607, USA. Email: bdieugen@cs.uic.edu.
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Figure 1. The oil burner

2. Natural Language Generation for DIAG

DIAG [16] is a shell to build ITSs based on interactive graphical models that teach stu-
dents to troubleshoot complex systems such as home heating and circuitry. DIAG in-
tegrates a functional model of the target system and qualitative information about the
relations between symptoms and faulty parts (RUs) — RU stands forreplaceable unit,
because the only course of action for a student to fix the problem is to replace RUs in
the graphical simulation. A DIAG application presents a student with a series of trou-
bleshooting problems of increasing difficulty. The student testsindicatorsand tries to in-
fer which RU may cause the abnormal states detected via the indicator readings. DIAG’s
educational philosphy is to push the student to select the most informative tests, and not
to provide too much explicit information when asked for hints.

Fig. 1 shows the oil burner, one subsystem of the home heating system inDIAG-
orig, our DIAG application. Fig. 1 includes indicators such asOil Flow indicator, and
many RUs such asOil Filter, Ignitor etc. At any point, the student can consult the tutor
via the Consult menu (cf. the Consult button in Fig. 1). There are two main types of
queries:ConsultInd(icator)andConsultRU. ConsultIndqueries are used mainly when
an indicator shows an abnormal reading, to obtain a hint regarding which RUs may cause
the problem. DIAG discusses the RUs that should be most suspected given the symptoms
the student has already observed.ConsultRUqueries are mainly used to obtain feedback
on the diagnosis that a certain RU is faulty. DIAG responds with an assessment of that
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diagnosis and provides evidence for it in terms of the symptoms that have been observed
relative to that RU.

The visual combustion check is igniting which is abnormal (normal is combusting).
Oil Nozzle always produces this abnormality when it fails.
Oil Supply Valve always produces this abnormality when it fails.
Oil pump always produces this abnormality when it fails.
Oil Filter always produces this abnormality when it fails.
System Control Module sometimes produces this abnormality when it fails.
Ignitor Assembly never produces this abnormality when it fails.
Burner Motor always produces this abnormality when it fails.

The visual combustion check indicator is igniting.
This is abnormal.
Normal is combusting.

Within the furnace system,
this is sometimes caused if

the System Control Module has failed.

Within the Oil Burner
this is never caused if

the Ignitor Assembly has failed.
In contrast, this is always caused if

the Burner Motor, Oil Filter, Oil Pump, Oil Supply Valve, or Oil Nozzle has failed.

The combustion is abnormal.
In the oil burner, check the units along the path of the oil and the burner motor.

Figure 2. Answers toConsultIndby DIAG-orig, DIAG-NLP1andDIAG-NLP2

DIAG uses very simple templates to assemble the text to present to the student.
As a result, its feedback is highly repetitive and calls for improvements based on NLG
techniques. The top parts of Figs. 2 and 3 show the replies provided byDIAG-orig to a
ConsultIndon theVisual Combustion Check, and to aConsultRuon theWater Pump.

Our goal in developingDIAG-NLP1andDIAG-NLP2was to assess whether sim-
ple, rapidly deployable NLG techniques would lead to measurable improvements in the
student’s learning. The only way we altered the interaction between student and system
is the actual language that is presented in the output window. DIAG provides toDIAG-
NLP1andDIAG-NLP2a file which contains the facts to be communicated – afact is the
basic unit of information that underlies each of the clauses in a reply byDIAG-orig. Both
DIAG-NLP1 and DIAG-NLP2 use EXEMPLARS [17], an object-oriented, rule-based
generator. EXEMPLARS rules are meant to capture an exemplary way of achieving a
communicative goal in a given context.

DIAG-NLP1, which is fully described in [7], (i) introduces syntactic aggregation –
i.e., uses syntactic means, such as plurals and ellipsis, to group information [13,15] – and
what we callstructural aggregation, i.e., groups parts according to the structure of the
system; (ii) generates some referring expressions; (iii) models a few rhetorical relations
(e.g.in contrastin Fig. 2); and (iv) improves the format of the output.

The middle part of Fig. 2 shows the output produced byDIAG-NLP1(omitted in
Fig. 3 because of space constraints). The RUs of interest are grouped by the system
modules that contain them (Oil Burner and Furnace System), and by the likelihood that a
certain RU causes the observed symptoms. The revised answer highlights that theIgnitor
Assemblycannot cause the symptom.
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Water pump is a very poor suspect.
Some symptoms you have seen conflict with that theory.
Water pump sound was normal.
This normal indication never results when this unit fails.
Visual combustion check was igniting.
This abnormal indication never results when this unit fails.
Burner Motor RMP Gauge was 525.
This normal indication never results when this unit fails.

The water pump is a poor suspect since the water pump sound is ok.
You have seen that the combustion is abnormal.
Check the units along the path of the oil and the electrical devices.

Figure 3. Answers toConsultRuby DIAG-orig andDIAG-NLP2

2.1. DIAG-NLP2

In the interest of rapid prototyping,DIAG-NLP1was implemented without the benefit of
a corpus study.DIAG-NLP2is the empirically grounded version of the feedback gener-
ator. We collected 23 tutoring interactions between a student using the DIAG tutor on
home heating and one of two human tutors. This amounts to 272 tutor turns, of which
235 in reply toConsultRUand 37 in reply toConsultInd. The tutor and the student are
in different rooms, sharing images of the same DIAG tutoring screen. When the stu-
dent consults DIAG, the tutor is provided the same “fact file” that DIAG gives toDIAG-
NLP1andDIAG-NLP2, and types a response that substitutes for DIAG’s. The tutor is
presented with this information because we wanted to uncover empirical evidence for the
aggregation rules to be used in our domain.

We developed a coding scheme [5] and annotated the data. We found that tutors pro-
vide explicit problem solving directions in 73% of the replies, and evaluate the student’s
action in 45% of the replies. As expected, theyexcludemuch of the information (63%
to be precise) that DIAG would provide, and specifically, always exclude any mention of
RUs that are not as likely to cause a certain problem, e.g. theignitor assemblyin Fig. 2.
Tutors do perform a fair amount of aggregation, as measured in terms of the number of
RUs and indicators labelled assummary. Further, they use functional, not syntactic or
structural, aggregation of parts. E.g., the oil nozzle, supply valve, pump, filter, etc., are
described asthe path of the oil flow.

In DIAG-NLP2a planning module manipulates the information given to it by DIAG
before passing it to EXEMPLARS, and ultimately to RealPro [9], the sentence realizer
that produces grammatical English sentences. This module decides which information
to include according to the type of query posed to the system. Here we sketch how the
reply at the bottom of Fig. 2 is generated. The planner starts by mentioning the referent
of the queried indicator and its state (The combustion is abnormal), rather than the indi-
cator itself (this is also based on our corpus study). It then chooses, among all the RUs
that DIAG would talk about, only thoseREL(evant)-RUsthat would definitely result in
the observed symptom. It then decides whether to aggregate them functionally by using
a simple heuristics. For each RU, its possible aggregators and the numbern of units it
covers are listed in a table (e.g.,electrical devicescovers 4 RUs,ignitor, photoelectric
cell, transformerandburner motor). If a group of REL-RUs containsk units covered by
aggregatorAgg, if k < n

2 , Aggwill not be used; ifn2 ≤ k < n, Aggpreceded bysome
of will be used; ifk = n, Aggwill be used. Finally,DIAG-NLP2instructs the student to
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check the possibly aggregated REL-RUs.
Full details on the corpus, the coding scheme and DIAG-NLP2 can be found in a com-
panion paper [3].

3. Experimental Results

Our empirical evaluation is a between-subject study with three groups: the first interacts
with DIAG-orig, the second withDIAG-NLP1, the third withDIAG-NLP2. The 75 sub-
jects (25 per group) were all science or engineering majors affiliated with our university.
Each subject read some short material about home heating, went through one trial prob-
lem, then continued through the curriculum on his/her own. The curriculum consisted of
three problems of increasing difficulty. As there was no time limit, every student solved
every problem. Reading materials and curriculum were identical in the three conditions.

While a subject was interacting with the system, a log was collected including, for
each problem: whether the problem was solved; total time, and time spent reading feed-
back; how many and which indicators and RUs the subject consults DIAG about; how
many, and which RUs the subject replaces. We will refer to all the measures that were
automatically collected asperformance measures.

At the end of the experiment, each subject was administered a post-test, a test of
whether subjects remember their actions, and a usability questionnaire.

We found that subjects who usedDIAG-NLP2had significantly higher scores on the
post-test, and were significantly more correct in remembering what they did. As regards
performance measures, there are no so clear cut results. As regards usability, subjects
prefer the NL enhanced systems toDIAG-orig, however results are mixed as regards
which of the two they actually prefer.

In the tables that follow, boldface indicates significant differences, as determined by
an analysis of variance performed via ANOVA, followed by post-hoc Tukey’s tests.

Post-Test RU Precision RU Recall

DIAG-orig 0.72 0.78 0.53

DIAG-NLP1 0.69 0.70 0.47

DIAG-NLP2 0.90 0.91 0.40
Table 1. Learning Scores

Figure 4.Scores on problems

Table 1 reports learning measures, av-
erage across the three problems. The post-
test consists of three questions and tests
what the student has learnt about the do-
main. Subjects are also asked to remem-
ber the RUs they replaced, under the as-
sumption that the better they remember
how they solved a certain problem, the
better they will be able to apply what they
learnt to a new problem - namely, their
recollection should correlate withtrans-
fer. We quantify the subjects’ recollec-
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tions in terms of precision and recall with respect to the log that the system collects.
DIAG-NLP2 is significantly better as regards post-test score (F = 10.359, p = 0.000),
and RU Precision (F = 4.719, p = 0.012).

Performance on individual questions in the post-test is illustrated in Fig. 4. Scores
in DIAG-NLP2are always higher, significantly so on questions 2 and 3 (F = 8.481, p =
0.000, andF = 7.909, p = 0.001), and marginally so on question 1 (F = 2.774, p =
0.069).

Time RU Replaced ConsultInd Avg. Time ConsultRU Avg. Time

DIAG-Orig 30’17” 8.88 22.16 8” 63.52 5”

DIAG-NLP1 28’34” 11.12 6.92 14” 45.68 4”

DIAG-NLP2 34’53" 11.36 28.16 2" 52.12 5”
Table 2. Performance Measures across the three systems

Table 2 reports performance measures, cumulative across the three problems (other
than average reading times,Avg. Time). Subjects don’t differ significantly in the time
they spend solving the problems, or in the number of RUs they replace, although they
replace fewer parts inDIAG-orig. This trend is opposite what we would have hoped for,
since when repairing a real system, replacing parts that are working should clearly be
kept to a minimum. The simulation though allows subjects to replace as many as they
want without any penalty before they come to the correct solution.

The next four entries in Table 2 report the number of queries that subjects ask, and
the average time it takes subjects to read feedback from the system. The subjects ask
significantly fewerConsultIndin DIAG-NLP1(F = 8.905, p = 0.000), and take signifi-
cantly less time readingConsultIndfeedback inDIAG-NLP2(F = 15.266, p = 0.000).
The latter result is not surprising, since the feedback inDIAG-NLP2is in general much
shorter than inDIAG-orig andDIAG-NLP1. Neither the reason not the significance of
subjects asking fewerConsultIndof DIAG-NLP1are apparent to us.

We also collected usability measures. Although these are not usually reported in ITS
evaluations, in a real setting students should be more willing to sit down with a system
that they perceive as more friendly and usable. Subjects rate the system along four
dimensions on a five point scale: clarity, usefulness, repetitiveness, and whether it ever
misled them (the highest clarity but the lowest repetitiveness receive 5 points). There
are no significant differences on individual dimensions. Cumulatively,DIAG-NLP2(at
15.08) slightly outperforms the other two (DIAG-origat 14.68 andDIAG-NLP1at 14.32),
however, the difference is not significant (highest possible rating is 20 points). Finally, on
paper, subjects compare two pairs of versions of feedback: in each pair, the first feedback
is generated by the system they just worked with, the second is generated by one of
the other two systems. Subjects say which version they prefer, and why (they can judge
the system along one or more of four dimensions: natural, concise, clear, contentful).
In general, subjects prefer the NLP systems toDIAG-orig (marginally significant,χ2 =
9.49, p < 0.1). Subjects findDIAG-NLP2more natural, butDIAG-NLP1more contentful
(χ2 = 10.66, p < 0.025).1

1In these last two cases,χ2 is run on tables containing the number of preferences assigned to each system,
in the various categories.
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4. Discussion and future work

Only very recently have the first few results become available, to show that first of all,
students do learn when interacting in NL with an ITS [6,10,12,14]. However, there are
very few studies like ours, that compare versions of the same ITS that differ in specific
features of the NL interface. One such study is [10], which found no difference in the
learning gains of students who interact with an ITS that tutors in mechanics using typed
text or speech.

We did find that different features of the NL feedback impact learning. We claim
that the effect is due to using functional aggregation, that stresses an abstract and more
conceptual view of the relation between symptoms and faulty parts. However, the feed-
back inDIAG-NLP2changed along two other dimensions: using referents of indicators
instead of indicators, and being more strongly directive in suggesting what to do next.
Although we introduced the latter in order to model our tutors, it has been shown that stu-
dents learn best when prompted to draw conclusions by themselves, not when told what
those conclusions should be [2]. Thus we would not expect this feature to be responsible
for learning.

Naturally, DIAG-NLP2 is still not equivalent to a human tutor. Unfortunately, when
we collected our naturalistic data, we did not have students take the post-test. However,
performance measures were automatically collected, and they are reported in Table 3 (as
in Table 2, measures other than reading times are cumulative across the three problems).
If we compare Tables 2 and 3, it is apparent that when interacting with a human tutor,

Time RU Replaced ConsultInd Avg. Time ConsultRu Avg. Time

38’54” 8.1 1.41 21.0” 10.14 14.0”
Table 3. Performance Measures when interacting with human tutors

students ask far fewer questions, and they read them much more carefully. The replies
from the tutor must certainly be better, also because they can freely refer to previous
replies; instead, the dialogue context is just barely taken into account inDIAG-NLP2and
not taken into account at all inDIAG-orig andDIAG-NLP1. Alternatively, or in addition,
this may be due to thefacefactor [1,11], i.e., one’s public self-image: e.g., we observed
that some subjects when interacting with any of the systems simply ask for hints on
every RU without any real attempt to solve the problem, whereas when interacting with
a human tutor they want to show they are trying (relatively) hard. Finally, it has been
observed that students don’t read the output of instructional systems [8].

The DIAG project has come to a close. We are satisfied that we demonstrated that
even not overly sophisticated NL feedback can make a difference; however, the fact
that DIAG-NLP2has the best language and engenders the most learning prompts us to
explore more complex language interactions. We are pursuing new exciting directions in
a new domain, that of introductory Computer Science, i.e., of basic data structures and
algorithms.
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